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eLifespaces
electrical contracting industries, eLifespaces is
proven within the trade and its customer base
as professional and highly creative.
eLifespaces thrives on offering its diverse
clientele with videoconferencing, THX Home
Theater construction, ISF® and HAA® video
and acoustic calibration services, CCTV systems,
or any number of other specialized custom
room design and installation requirements. “We
consider ourselves as exceptions in the complex
world of electronics and electronic installation
by our commitment to the continued training
and certiﬁcation of our staff,” explains Fabian.

Fred Fabian, Chief Designer

I

ntuitive, invisible, incredible” are the
company’s descriptions of the systems
they design and install. Other descriptions
might be “Wow! You can do that? No way!”
With an impressive wall of industry accolades
and certiﬁcations to back him up, Fred Fabian,
founder of eLifespaces, and his team are
designing cutting edge environments for his
clients and trade partners.
“Consider us as design and installation
contractors,” explains Fabian. “In our world,
there is no such thing as visible wires — at
home or in the ofﬁce.” eLifespaces is known
for its custom top-of-the-line home theatres,
security systems, boardroom and training

centers. By designing and providing contractors
with graphically depicted plans, eLifespaces is
able to create life and work spaces that allow
clients to maximize the technological beneﬁts
now available to them.
“After a thorough meeting of the minds with
a client, we then graphically depict a project,”
explains Fabian. “This ultimately drives the cost
down and allows for the general contractor to
have speciﬁc and measurable plans to achieve
the client’s exact vision.”
Holding multiple licenses and certiﬁcations
in the construction, low voltage cabling,
electronics, security (both ﬁre and burglar) and

In today’s ever-changing world of technology,
eLifespaces is on the cutting edge of product
availability and what will be considered
cutting edge tomorrow. It is the goal of the
organization to provide each client with
technologically innovative products and
services that enrich their home or ofﬁce. Fabian
and eLifespaces boast an impressive number of
successful jobs throughout the Lowcountry
and the Southeastern U.S. including Florida,
North Carolina and Georgia. In addition
they are currently working with several
manufacturers to provide better automated
energy management systems to residential and
commercial projects.
Enriching lifespaces is what it’s all about at
eLifespaces. Just ask the grandparents whose
grandkids love to come over to experience their
home theater, the parents whose teenagers
bring their friends “home” to play video games
on the big screen, or the executive whose hightech conference room clinches the sell. It’s all
in the creativity, industry knowledge and client
respect that makes eLifespaces the best answer
when personal technology is the question.
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